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AIM(S)


To explore the literary strategies and cultural contexts of one of the central genres of
writing from the middle Ages, the dream-poem or dream-vision.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon the successful completion of this module, the student should be able to demonstrate:


a high level of knowledge and understanding of the historical development of the use
of dreams and debates as literary devices;



a sophisticated understanding of the different functions of these types of poems, in the
two major traditions of medieval verse-making;



a high level of knowledge and understanding of medieval understandings of human
psychology as exemplified dream poem;



a sophisticated understanding of the influence of The Romance of the Rose upon
subsequent dream poems in English in the Medieval period;



a sophisticated understanding of the role of Chaucer within the development of the
dream-poem in English in the medieval period.

INDICATIVE CONTENT




This module explores the literary strategies of one of the central genres of writing from the
Middle Ages. The popularity of the dream-poem or dream-vision rivalled that of romance
in the medieval period. The world revealed in dream poetry is the world of the human mind,
and more so than any other medieval genre, dream-poems explore human psychology
and the conflicts in human feeling and reactions. The dream poem liberated the medieval
poet to develop other-worldly and surrealistic landscapes and to bring human figures into
confrontation with imaginary authority-figures. One purpose of the dream-poem was
revelation but another equally important purpose was the exploration of different states of
mind and different points of view. Hence, many dream-poems include dialogues or
debates, in which the dreamer may be instructed in higher truth or witness the clash of
conflicting arguments.
Since the thirteenth-century French love-vision The Romance of the Rose exercised a
massive influence over dream-poetry, the module will begin with this text, reading it in a
modern English translation, and examining how medieval manuscript illuminators
visualized it.



Chaucer's first major works as a poet were in the genre of the dream-poem, and the
module critically examines Chaucer's development through The Book of the Duchess and
The Parliament of Fowls. Chaucer's contributions to the genre found imitators, and texts
such as Sir John Clanvowe's Boke of Cupide and the anonymous Flower and the Leaf,
which takes for its setting the world of courtly ritual, will also be examined.
Running parallel to the verse-making tradition exemplified by Chaucer is the alliterative
tradition, and the module will also consider works such as Winner and Waster (a topical
poem on the economic and social conditions of mid-fourteenth-century England) and
Pearl, a marvellously artful poem of revelation which survives uniquely in the same
manuscript as Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.



LEARNING AND TEACHING STRATEGY
Tutorials and seminars are used to support the discussion and critical evaluation of what has
been learned, normally in a smaller group size than a lecture.
Guided independent study allows students to further their independent learning skills with
appropriate support provided by the module tutor(s) (e.g. preparation for lectures and
seminars, follow-up work, background reading, revision, completion of assessment tasks).
The allocation of teaching to deliver the module is:
Activity type
Scheduled learning
Independent learning
Placement learning
TOTAL

Hours
20
180

Percentage
10%
90%

200

100%

ASSESSMENT
Assessment Component 1 – 100%
5000 word assignment
Exemplar: The topic of the assignment is chosen by the student in consultation with the
module tutor but must be related to the content of the module. E.G. ‘It has been argued that
the dream-poem gave medieval poets the means to explore the complexities of human
psychology. Referring to a range of the texts set for the module, what evidence do you find
that medieval poets understood human psychology as complex?’
EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (ESD)
Does the module contribute to ESD?

Yes

If yes please provide brief details (no more than 100 words):
This module is designed in line with 2 of the 5 pedagogic approaches to sustainable
development identified by UNESCO:
•
Critical and Creative thinking
Critical and creative thinking enables people to explore new ways of thinking and acting,
make informed decisions, and create alternatives to present choices. It involves
reflecting on how people interrelate with one other, understanding cultural differences
and creating alternative ways to live together.
•

Systemic thinking

Thinking systemically is essential to sustainable development, as piecemeal approaches
have proved not to work - instead resolving one issue while creating other problems.
Sustainable development requires approaches which go beyond analysis in terms of
‘problem-solving’ and/or ‘cause-effect’.
Assessment Summary
Activity type
Written exam
Coursework
Practical
TOTAL

Percentage
100%
100%

